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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION
Congratulation! You have purchased the uniquely designed LifeTank.

A LifeTank is a backup water system that automatically makes 
fresh water available at any time.  Whether the water supply is 
interrupted due to weather conditions, natural disasters, human 
threats or accidents, or even a planned interruption in service, a 
LifeTank provides assurance that water will be available when you 
really need it.

The patent pending LifeTank system takes advantage of the exist-
ing water supply using a tank which operates under pressure.  The 
result is our “always-ready flow through technology” that requires 
no purification, no rotation, and no draining as other emergency 
water tanks do.  Your emergency water is simply “always ready”.  
In fact, you can even use the system as an additional regular water 
source anytime without fear of depleting your emergency water 
supply.

A LifeTank can easily be installed by almost anyone. Much like 
a water heater, dishwasher, or washing machine, installation, in 
most cases is a simple hose hook up to the existing incoming water 
supply. Water fills the entire tank and flows out for household use 
seamlessly.

Why deal with the inconvenience of purification, rotation, or 
draining?  Why worry about algae growth or bacterial contamina-
tion in your stored water?  The LifeTank system provides mainte-
nance free and worry-free backup water that is always ready when 
you need it.
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2.0 WARNINGS
Read this section and the whole owner’s manual before attempting to 
install your LifeTank. To avoid personal injury and to insure that the 
LifeTank warranty is not voided, read all warnings carefully.

2.1 Moving the LifeTank
If you need to move your LifeTank you must be careful not to 
damage the LifeTank or injure yourself. Once in place the Life-
Tank should not need to be moved, but if you do need to move the 
LifeTank read the instructions below very carefully.  Remember, 
the factory warranty does not cover damage caused by moving the 
LifeTank or as a result of installation.

The LifeTank should always be drained before moving.  Once 
filled, the eighty (80) gallon LifeTank weighs over seven hun-
dred (700) pounds and the one hundred and twenty (120) gallon 
LifeTank weighs over one thousand (1,000) pounds.  Moving the 
LifeTank while full could easily damage the LifeTank system or 
cause personal injury.

It is sometimes necessary to 
move the LifeTank system to 
its installation location or to a 
new location if you are chang-
ing your residence. To move 
the system use a hand truck, 
only after all the water has been 
drained or before the tank is 
filled, by placing the hand truck 
blade under the LifeTank base. 
Gently pushing forward on the 
storage tank from behind or 
from the side will allow room 
for the hand truck blade to be 
placed under the base. Do not 
position the hand truck in front 
of the control box.  Moving the 
LifeTank system by placing the 
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hand truck in front of the control may damage the control box or control 
lever. Once the hand truck blade is placed under the LifeTank base 
have a partner push back on the storage tank while you pull back 
on the hand truck, causing the system to tilt back onto the hand 
truck. Carefully move the tank to the desired location. Because 
the LifeTank is large and difficult to see around you should always 
use a partner to help move the system to prevent damage to the 
LifeTank or to objects that may be in the vicinity.

When moving the LifeTank, NEVER GRASP ANY PLUMB-
ING COMPONENT, THE SIGHT GAUGE, OR THE CON-
TROL BOX.  If you grasp the vacuum breaker, the sight gauge, 
the control box, or any plumbing pipe, fixture or component they 
could break.  Breaking any component in this way will void the fac-
tory warranty. Never use any of these components to hold, balance, 
or steady the system.

2.2 Potable Water
Water used as a source for the LifeTank system must always be 
potable (safe to drink).  The LifeTank is not a filtration system or 
purification system.  LifeTank maintains clean water from the 
source using flow through technology so that water is safe to drink 
when you need it.  

Most homes in the United States are provided water from a mu-
nicipal source that treats the water to insure it meets regulatory 
standards for drinking.  However, in some areas water may come 
from more than one source.  Some homes have water that is piped 
separately for yard and garden use that may not be safe to drink.  
Be sure that you have accessed water that is safe to drink to sup-
ply the LifeTank system.  If you have any question about the safety of 
your water contact your local water company.

Some homes operate on individual well systems.  This water is 
generally safe for use with a LifeTank system but should be tested 
regularly to insure that the well water is safe to drink.  This testing 
should be a normal process to insure that the well system is oper-
ating properly, independent of its use with a LifeTank system.
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2.3 Potable Hoses
In addition to insuring that the water source for your LifeTank 
system is potable (safe to drink) the hoses used to connect the 
system must be rated for use with potable water.  If hoses not rated 
for potable water are used they may contaminate the water.  Two 
potable hoses have been provided with your LifeTank system for 
use during installation.  If additional hoses are required, they can 
be purchased at www.lifetanks.com or by calling 855-422-3131.  
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3.0 OPERATIONS
The LifeTank system is designed to install and operate easily pro-
viding fresh water that is available when you need it.  Life Systems 
Group, Inc. has developed the LifeTank to be maintenance free 
and to operate using a single lever.  

The LifeTank system operates in two distinct modes: The Isolate 
mode and the Flow Through mode.  While in the Isolate mode the 
LifeTank system works independently of the existing water supply 
system.  When placed in the Flow Through mode the LifeTank 
system works in conjunction with the existing water supply system.  
Switching between modes is performed by operating the handle 
on the front of the control box. 

3.1 Isolate Mode
As shown in Figure 2, the system can be put in the Isolate Mode 
by the simple movement of the red handled lever on the control 

box.  Placing the lever 
vertically in the direction 
labeled “Isolate” (a.) puts 
the LifeTank System in 
the Isolate mode. While 
in the Isolate mode water 
in the holding tank is 
separated from water 
supplied in the household 
system.  

While operating in the 
Isolate mode the Life-
Tank system prevents 
the water in the holding 
tank from exposure to any 

contamination resulting from weather conditions, utility mainte-
nance, groundwater contamination, and threats or attacks to the 
water supply. Even if water pressure continues in the household 
system, water bypasses the holding tank maintaining the integrity 
of the water contained within the LifeTank system. 

a.

b.

d.c.FIGURE 2
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While in the Isolate mode the tank operates on gravity and no 
water pressure is needed. Water is accessed by the spigots on the 
control box as described in section 3.3. 

3.2 Flow Through Mode
To operate in the Flow Through mode place the red handled lever 
vertically in the direction labeled “Flow Through” (b.) The Flow 
Through mode allows the system to operate in conjunction with 
the existing household water supply.  While in the Flow Through 
mode water flows through the tank as if it is a large pipe.  The 
LifeTank system utilizes a holding tank that can withstand the 
pressure of the incoming water as it enters the tank

The pressurized water entering the LifeTank system causes move-
ment of water through the system.  Moving water eliminates 
stagnation and prevents the growth of algae and bacteria aided by 
the opaque structure of the holding tank.  All air is evacuated from 
the holding tank as well which also aids in preventing the growth 
of algae or bacteria. Additionally, water moves from the bottom of 
the holding tank through to its top, while under pressure, carrying 
away sediment and preventing the buildup of any particulates.     

Since the LifeTank operates under pressure in the Flow Through 
mode water can be accessed under pressure through the spigots as 
described in section 3.3.  While in the Flow Through mode water 
can be used without fear of deleting the water in the holding tank 
because it is automatically replenished. 

3.3 Accessing Water
The LifeTank system provides two convenient spigots to access 
water in either the Isolate or Flow Through modes. The lower 
spigot (c.) is designed to use for low pans or containers while the 
upper spigot (d.) is designed for use with larger containers, such as 
5 gallon water containers.

While operating in the Flow Through mode the two spigots sup-
ply water under pressure from the existing household water system.  
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A hose can be attached to either spigot making water available for 
regular household use without the worry of depleting backup water.  
The pressurized water automatically refills the tank for repeated use.

While operating in the Isolate mode, or if water pressure is lost 
from the household system, pressure is provided to both spigots 
by gravity.  This will likely be the case in an emergency situation.  
While in the Isolate mode gravity will cause water to fill a five 
gallon container in about two minutes.  This flow may vary as the 
water is used and depleted.  

Either spigot can be used to access water when the tank is full. For 
convenience, the upper spigot is provided so that larger containers 
can be filled easily.  Once the water level recedes below the upper 
spigot the lower spigot must be used.  No pumping is required to 
access water.

Standard hose fittings can be attached to the spigots to access 
water.  Using hoses attached to the spigots, or directly from the 
spigots, water can be used for daily use without depletion of the 
water in the holding tank.  When the water accessed by hoses is to 
be used for drinking a potable water hose must be used. 
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4.0 INSTALLATION
The LifeTank is installed with a simple in and out hose connec-
tion.  Your LifeTank came with two potable water hoses to hook 
up the system.  No electrical or gas access is needed. If longer 
hoses are needed they can be ordered at www.lifetanks.com or by 
phone at 855-422-3131.  

4.1 Positioning the LifeTank
Before hooking up the LifeTank you will need to position the 
system where access to pressurized water through the existing 
plumbing system is available.  Often access to pressurized water 
is provided by standard fixtures near the hot water heater, clothes 
washer, or other appliance.  Some users may wish to access water 
in a location that would require taping into the pressurized system 
by modifying the existing plumbing.  If you do not have significant 
plumbing expertise we recommend that you contact a professional 
plumber. In either case, whether installed by a professional plumb-
er, by the homeowner, or other nonprofessional, improper installa-
tion will void the factory warranty.

Once a location is identified follow the instruction in section 2.1 
to move the LifeTank system into place.  Always remember when 
moving the LifeTank, NEVER GRASP ANY PLUMBING 
COMPONENT, THE SIGHT GAUGE, OR THE CON-
TROL BOX.  If you grasp the vacuum breaker, the sight gauge, 
the control box, or any plumbing pipe, fixture or component they 
could break.  Breaking any component in this way will void the fac-
tory warranty. Never use any of these components to hold, balance, 
or steady the system.

4.2 Installation with Other Appliances 
When a purification and/or a filtration system is used in conjunc-
tion with the existing water supply it is generally recommended 
that the LifeTank system be installed downstream from the puri-
fication/filtration system.  If the household water is deemed safe 
to drink and the additional purification/filtration system is not 
required to maintain purity beyond regulatory requirements, the 
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LifeTank can be installed either upstream or downstream from the 
system based on the preference of the user.

Water softeners are not designed to purify or filter water for drink-
ing purposes.  They are designed to remove certain minerals from 
the water reducing clogging of the plumbing system, water spots 
on dishes and appliances, and provide other benefits.  Many water 
softeners add salt to the water to accomplish these benefits.  Water 
from a water softener will often taste “funny.” However, medical 
experts indicate that softened water is not unsafe to drink. So, the 
LifeTank system can be installed either upstream or downstream 
from the system based on the preference of the user. 

4.3 Installing Hoses
The LifeTank is installed with a simple in and out hose connec-
tion.  Two potable hoses are provided with your LifeTank system 
for use in connecting to the water supply.  Be sure that the water is 
shut off before attempting to install the LifeTank hoses. Do not turn 
your water supply back on until instructed to do so in Section 4.6. 

Before attaching the hoses place the red handled control lever on 
the front of the control box in the “Isolate” position.  Do not put 
the control lever in the “Flow Through” position again until in-
structed to do so in Section 4.6.

The provided hoses are designed to be connected to the threaded 
fixtures on the back of the control box.  Figure 3 shows the thread-
ed fixtures on the back of the control box.  The fixtures are labeled 
“INLET” and “OUTLET” to identify the incoming water and 
the outgoing water.  The bottom threaded fixture is labeled “Inlet” 
and identifies where the incoming hose should be connected.  The 
threaded fixture on the top is labeled “outlet” and identifies where 
the outgoing hose should be connected. NOTE: The “INLET” and 
“OUTLET” fixtures are male pipe threaded (MPT) and will not mate 
with standard garden hose thread.

Figure 4 shows how the incoming water hose should be attached.  
When attaching the hose ensure that the threads of the hose are 
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aligned properly with the threads on the “INLET” fixture. Do 
not cross thread or strip the threads.  This may cause leaks.  Any 
improper installation will void the factory warranty.

Figure 5 shows how the outgoing water hose should be attached.  
When attaching the hose ensure that the threads of the hose are 
aligned properly with the threads on the “OUTLET” fixture. Do 
not cross thread or strip the threads.  This may cause leaks.  Any 
improper installation will void the factory warranty. 

If different length hoses are needed they can be ordered at www.
lifetanks.com or by phone at 855-422-3131.  Any questions re-
garding hoses, type, threading, or other factors, can be directed to 
855-422-3131 or by email to info@lifetanks.com

4.4 Multi Tank Installation
The LifeTank system comes in two standard sizes, 80 gallons and 
120 gallons.  However, capacity can be expanded by installing 
multiple LifeTanks.  Where more than one LifeTank is installed 
they can be installed in series. Separate access to the water supply 
for each tank is not required.

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5
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To install multiple tanks begin by following the instructions in 
Section 4.3. The “INLET” fixture on the FIRST tank should be 
used for incoming water.  The “OUTLET” fixture on the LAST 
tank should be used for outgoing water.  Figure 6 is a diagram 
showing how hoses should be installed from tank to tank.

4.5 Earthquake Straps
Included with your LifeTank system is an earthquake strap or 
straps.  Many municipalities require earthquake straps for appli-
ances like water heaters.  Since the LifeTank has no electrical or 
gas connections, an earthquake strap may not be required but it 
is strongly recommended that you use the earthquake the strap 
or straps provided.  Any damage to the system caused by falling, 
whether due to an earthquake or other natural event, will void 
the factory warranty if the earthquake strap or straps are not used 
properly.  Directions for installation of the earthquake strap or 
straps are included separately on the strap packaging.

4.6 Filling the Tank with Water and Removing Air from the Tank
Once the LifeTank system is placed in position, the hoses have 
been installed, and the earthquake strap/s is in place, the holding 
tank can be filled with water.  While filling the tank initially the 
air within the tank must also be removed.

FIGURE 6



The red handled control lever should currently be in the “Isolate” 
position (see Section 4.3). To begin the filling process, place the 
control lever in the “Flow Through” position.  Once the lever is in 
the “Flow Through” position, open the top water spigot on your 
control box a quarter turn and place a small bucket or similar con-
tainer under the spigot. You can now open your main water supply 
to allow LifeTank to fill. 

During filling, you will hear a wisp sound coming from the open 
spigot. This is air purging from the tank. When the tank is nearly 
full, you will begin to see a sputtering of water mixed with air 
coming from the spigot. When you see a steady flow of water com-
ing from the spigot, close the spigot and your system is purged of 
air and ready.  Check the sight gauge to confirm that the Tank is 
full of water.  Your LifeTank will remain full while operating in the 
“Flow Through” mode.  If you access water through the spigots in 
this mode the water will automatically replenish.

If you need to draw water from your LifeTank in the “Isolate” 
mode you will need to repeat the procedure to refill with water and 
remove air from the tank.  In an emergency, or with any loss of wa-
ter pressure, water will be accessed in the “Isolate” mode.  Once the 
emergency is passed, simply refill LifeTank and emergency water 
will be available the next time it is needed.

4.7 Alternate Installation
In some cases, it may not be convenient to install LifeTank with 
automatic flow through. LifeTank can be installed alternately with 
one hose, from a garden spigot for example, attached to the “In-
let” fixture.  Under these conditions the “Outlet” fixture must be 
capped.  Periodic flow through can be achieved through use of the 
upper spigot.  Remember, this type of installation does not pro-
vide automatic flow through as is the case when both “Inlet” and 
“Outlet” hoses are attached.  However, regular use of the spigot, for 
watering gardens, washing cars, or other household use, will create 
flow through required to prevent stagnation, and the growth of 
algae and bacteria. 
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Always remember, any spigot, hose or other attachment used with 
the LifeTank must be appropriate for use with drinking water.  
Water in the LifeTank must be accessed regularly through the 
spigot to function properly.   
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5.0 LIMITED WARRANTY
Life Tank warrants that Life Tank Product(s) (i) conform to Life 
Tank’s published product specifications in effect on the date of 
delivery and (ii) performs substantially as described in the accor-
dance with any documentation given by Life Tank to Customer.  
Life Tank provides a one (1) year from the date of purchase war-
ranty and will replace any defective or damaged Product with a 
new Product provided that the defective or damaged Product is 
not caused by improper installation of the Product, the Product has 
not been altered or modified, the Product has not been used for 
any purpose other than its intended purpose, and provided that the 
Product is returned to Life Tank. Customer is required to register 
the Product with Life Tank at Life Tank’s website or by mail with 
the appropriate registration form provided after delivery of the 
Product to Customer in order for the Product to be covered by this 
warranty.  The warranty provided by Life Tank for its Product shall 
be null and void if any modifications or alterations are made to the 
Product purchased, the Product purchased is improperly installed, 
or the Customer uses the Product purchased for any other purpose 
than set forth in this manual.

EXCEPT AS SPECIFICALLY PROVIDED FOR HEREIN, 
ALL WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, 
INDEMNITIES AND GUARANTEES WITH RESPECT TO 
LIFE TANK’S PRODUCTS (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIM-
ITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) ARE HEREBY 
OVERRIDDEN, EXCLUDED AND DISCLAIMED.

5.1 Product Registration Form
To register your LifeTank, return the product registration form on  
page 19 to:

Life Systems Group 
4059 Mission Oaks Blvd 
Camarillo, CA 93012
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6.0 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
The LifeTank system is constructed using components which are 
ANSI/NSF standard 61 approved for use with drinking water and 
compliant with Reduction of Lead in Drinking Water Act 1/4/14.                                                                                              

Tank Materials of Construction  
Top & bottom domes: Injection molded copolymer polypropylene                                         
Shell: Extruded copolymer 
Outer shell: Fiberglass-wound, coated with epoxy resin
Inlet/Outlet connections: ¾”MPT                                                                                                                     
Piping inside diameter:  PVC .742, PEX pipe .667
Clear Ultra Violet Resistant (UVR): PVC Pipe
Tank maximum working pressure: 100 psig @ 120°F
Piping maximum working pressure: 160 psig.

Certifications

LifeTank is assembled with components 
listed by NSF

International, Water Quality Association, Inter-
national Code Council, Water Systems Council 
as complying with NSF/ANSI 61, NSF/ANSI 
14, ANSI/WSC PST 2000-2005 (2009), NSF/
ANSI 372, NSF/ANSI-44, ANSI Z21.22, 
ANSI B1.20.7, ANSI B1.20.1, ASTM D 2837, 
ASTM F 876, ASTM F 877, ASTM F 1807, 
ASTM D 1599, ASTM D 1784, ASTM D 
1785, ASTM D 2241, ASTM D 2466, ASTM 
D 2467, ASTM D 2563, ASTM D 2564, 
ASTM D 2665, ASTM F 441, ASTM F 442, 
ASTM F 477, ASTM F 1498, ASTM F 1866, 
ICC-ES AC122, ICC-ES LC1004, California 
Health & Safety code section 116875, Codes: 
IPC, IMC, IRC, UPC, UMC and NSF low lead 
certification.
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For more information please contact 

LIFE SYSTEMS GROUP INC.
Telephone: 855-422-3131
Email: info@lifetanks.com
Mail: 4059 Mission Oaks Blvd
           Camarillo, CA. 93012


